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I, Kyle Roche, declare as follows: 

1. I am a partner at Roche Freedman LLP (“Firm”). 

2. I have reviewed the videos referenced by the Defendants in this action. Those 

videos were illegally taken without my knowledge or consent during meetings that occurred in in 

London on January 27, 2022.  I was invited to London under the false pretense of pitching a venture 

capital investment, but I now understand that the real reason I was brought there was through a 

scheme that was executed by a defendant in a different lawsuit the Firm recently filed. The purpose 

of this scheme was to surreptitiously obtain comprising recordings of me.  

3. I deeply regret making many of the statements I made during these meetings as they 

are not only inconsistent with the manner in which I have practiced law, but also because some of 

the statements were false. 

4. The Firm has never filed a class action at the direction of or for the benefit of 

another Firm client. This case is no exception. The sole reason we filed this action was for the 

benefit of the named plaintiffs in this action and the other members of the class.  We filed the 

action at the direction of the named plaintiffs. We have not shared any confidential information 

from this lawsuit with any third party, including other clients of the firm.  
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5. I have never disclosed or used, for any collateral purpose, any confidential 

information from any lawsuit—including this lawsuit. Indeed, at the time the recordings took place 

(January 27, 2022), there had been no confidential documents produced by any party.  

6. The statement I made in one of the video recordings was: “because I sue half the 

companies in the space, I know where the market is going, I believe, better than one of the top ten 

people in the world. I’ve seen the insides of every crypto company [video cuts].” What I intended 

to convey was that due to the numerous suits I’ve filed in this space, many whistleblowers and 

other insiders send information that has proved valuable in pursuing class action claims.  

7. None of the co-lead counsel in this matter have served any discovery requests for 

any purpose collateral to the prosecution of the claims in this case. All of the initial discovery 

requests were derived from information contained in the Amended Complaint or sourced from 

publicly available material, including foreign documents and were solely intended to obtain 

information material to the claims and defenses in this matter. 

8. The comments I made regarding the nature of jury trials, jurors, and absent class 

members have nothing to do with the Firm’s views and are not even representative of my own 

personal views. My comments in the video were highly inappropriate, made while I was 

intoxicated, and I deeply regret my statements. 

9. While the published videos are carefully edited and spliced to remove context and 

paint me in the worst possible light, the fact remains that my actions and words were inexcusable. 

I have spent years helping build the Firm’s crypto-asset practice, and I’m ashamed that my conduct 

called into question the excellent work the attorneys at the Firm have done pursuing the interests 

of class members across numerous and innovative class actions in the space.  
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10. I have withdrawn from this case, been screened from the matter, and will not 

receive any financial interest in this action.  

11. I respectfully request that this Court accept my motion to withdraw but that it not 

terminate the Firm as Co-Lead Counsel. The expertise of the other attorneys working on this matter 

from the Firm will continue to add significant value to the Proposed Class.  

12. I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and correct. 

 

Dated September 2, 2022 

 

 
Kyle W. Roche 
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